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Universal Media is an advertising network located in shopping malls and lifestyle centers 
throughout the United States.  
!
The Universal Media team is committed to gaining a thorough understanding of its 
audience and the effect of the mall environment on this audience. UM provides extremely 
targeted messaging designed to influence consumers as they move around the malls. 
UM’s large format advertising displays are strategically positioned in shopping malls near 
entrances, anchor stores, escalators, food courts, and other high-traffic areas. 
 
Universal Media’s advertising displays can be either free-standing units with multiple ad 
faces, wall-mounted, or large format 14’H x 10’W hanging billboards.  Our advertising 
displays give retailers a competitive advantage over other retailers in the mall providing a 
reminder to consumers about their products directing them to their store just moments 
before a potential purchase decision is made. Universal Media’s various highly visible  
advertising displays generates high awareness and brand recognition when consumers 
are in a heightened, positive state of mind. 
 
Whether Universal’s malls are bought as a stand-alone medium, or when combined with 
other advertising mediums (i.e., radio, print, television, cable, Internet, other outdoor), 
These other advertising mediums can be significantly enhanced when Universal Media’s 
mall medium is added to broaden the media mix and adding new dimensions to a 
campaign. 
!
Universal Media’s mall advertising network is a cost-efficient means to promote a brand 
on a local or national level. 
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6’H x 4’W Backlit Ad Displays 
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7ft H x 14’ W Food Court Wall Banners

4 Locations
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Advertising Rates

6ft h x 4ft w Backlit Displays
3 - 5 months $825 per month / per location!
6 - 9 months $775 per month / per location!
12 months $725 per month / per location!
**5% additional discount for multiple spaces**!
!
Poster production from advertisers artwork is $170!
including lamination for the outdoor environment.!
Tax and Shipping is additional.  $35 per poster for 
installation.

          7ft h x 14ft w Food Court Billboards!
!
                $1500 per month / per billboard!
!
       Banner production is $350 from advertisers artwork. Tax!
       and Shipping is additional.  $125 per banner for installation.



Mark Miller
Agent Representative for Universal Media

Phone:561-641-3501 
Email: mark@oohmediausa.com

mailto:michelle@universalmediaus.com

